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In [EK], P. L. Erdos and G. 0. H. Katona investigated the convex hulls 
of profiles of several Sperner-type families. Our aim in this note is to show 
that their results can be extended to arbitrary LYM orders. (For a 
complete reference list see [EK].) 
1. Let Pi, P,, . . . . P, be LYM orders and % c P, x P, x ... x P,. 
(For definitions not included see [Kl, EK].) Let 7zi be the ith projection. 
We denote the jth level of Pi by Wf’ and the cardinality of Wj by wj. The 
profile matrix of X, P(%) = [P~,~~...~~], is defined by pi,iz...iM = 
\{HE%:~~(H)E W!}l. If ni is the rank of Pi, then P(X) is a point in 
Rh+~bd,+1)=& IfA ’ is a finite set in RN, (A ) denotes its convex hull 
and e(A) is the set of extreme points of (A). If A is a class of subsets of 
P,xP,x ... XP,, then p(A) denotes the set of all profile matrices of sub- 
sets in A. 2 c P, x P, x .‘. x P, is an M-part Sperner family if it does not 
contain two elements which are identical in M - 1 components and ordered 
in the Mth one. Let 5$ be a regular chain covering of Pi guaranteed by the 
LYM property [Kl], that is, $ consists of not necessary distinct maximal 
chains of Pi and every element x E Wj is contained in I%‘J/wi chains from %$. 
Let a, = [%,I. 
A brick &? of P, x P, x ... x P, is a direct product of M chains 
c,, c,, ..‘, CM, such that Cig gi. If A is of class of subsets of 
P,xP,x ‘.. XP,, then let A(%?)= {.X~%~:#EA}. Because P(Zn99) 
is a O-l matrix, e(A(a))=p(A(a)). Let Zc (0, . . . . n,} X (0, . . . . n2} X f.. X 
(0, . . . . n,,,}. Then T(Z) denotes the matrix [pi,j *... i,] with pili *... iM= 1, if 
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(i,, i2, . . . . i,,,,) E Z, 0 otherwise. S(Z) is defined analogously, just instead of 1 
we write w! w* . . . WV 11 12 IM’ 
2. We now can state the general theorem. 
THEOREM. Let A be a class of subsets of P, x P, x . . . x P,, such that 
Pi’s are LYM, and e(A(3)) =p(A(g)) d oes not depend on g. Furthermore, 
suppose that T(Z) E ,u(A(S?)) impZies S(Z) E p(A). Then 
e(A)= {W: TU)EP(AW))). 
COROLLARY 1. Let A be the class of M-part Sperner families. Then 
e(A)= {S(Z): (i,, . . . . i,, . . . . iM)eZ 
and (iI, . . . . i:, . . . . i,)EZimpliesij=ii). 
COROLLARY 2. Let P be L YA4, and let A be the class of subsets F of P 
such that x, ye F and x < y implies r(y) - r(x) > k, where r is the rank 
function of P. Then e(A) = { (0, . . . . 0, wi,, 0, . . . . w,., 0, . . . . O)}, where the non- 
zero components are separated by at least k zeroes. 
3. The theorem follows from the next lemma the same way as 
in [EK]. 
LEMMA. Let A be a class of subsets of P, x P, x . . . x PM and suppose 
that e(A(a)) =p(A(g)) does not depend on g. Then 
P(A)= ({S(z): W)E~(NB))}). 
Proof: We need for SE A, cr(Z)aO with CTCI)EPCACI)) a(Z) = 1, such 
that P(z) = C a(Z) S(Z). We use similar double counting as in [EK] for 
the sum 
Y=c P(H)/a,az...a, for all pairs (a, H) with HE 93 
and @ is a brick. 
Y = Cs l!a, ...a,,,xHEB P(H)=C, l/a,...a,P(*n@). Observe that 
P(# ng)~e(A(S?)). Thus for any B there exists a unique Z, such that 
T(Z)=f’(~nW, i.e., ~=CTcl)Eec~caJj 1(Z) T(Z) with C n(Z)= 1. This 
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means that Y is a convex linear combination of elements of e(A(93)). 
Summing the other way, 
Y=~~ P(H)/a, . ..a.,,, 
+,y?,. . . . .a,,,,Jwf”,.P(H)/a,...a,,, if zj( H) E WI: 
I 
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